PINE VILLAGE
TAHOE COMPLETE STREETS SUGAR
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA
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SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS
Over the past quarter, we have been working closely with Zachary Thomas, Housing Manager at City
of South Lake Tahoe, and Meea Kang, Senior Vice President of Related California Affordable.
With their support and defined guidance, we felt secure moving forward with our project as they
were attentive in answering our questions, helped us problem solve obstacles and were gracious with
sharing relevant resources.
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WEEK 07 | Feb. 14 - Feb. 20
GOAL:
-

Narrow down idea to whether we are including the Raley’s trail
Go over workshop notes and narrow down design to three street calming solutions

QUESTIONS:
-

Should we include the Y Transit center in our design?
Median Island vs Signal Progression vs Pinch Points

PRODUCT:
-

Sketches for three main possibilities
Finish Workshop Summary
Presentation for Partner Meeting
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PARTNER MEETING| Feb. 18
From our workshop, we were able to narrow down our design to three decisions that we are going
to bring to the partner meeting.

QUESTIONS:
-

Between the three traffic calming strategies:
-

-

Pinch Points
Median + Refugee Islands
Signal Progression

Which is most relatable and realistic for Tata Lane?
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NOTES FROM MEETING | Pinch Points
ARGUMENTS FOR:
-

Pinch point in the middle of Tata, used to create a safe
pedestrian crossing (between the project sites). This also
forces people to slow down right at the part of the street
where they might be picking up speed. Not terribly
expensive since it’s only one point. Can put greenery in the
pinch zone

ARGUMENTS AGAINST:
-

Creates issues for the snow plow to have a change in width
of the street in the middle
Not good for winter season
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NOTES FROM MEETING | Median + Refugee Islands
ARGUMENTS FOR:
-

-

Shortens the distance for pedestrians crossing,
greenery/landscaping along the median to beautify the
place, narrows the street a little bit to make it feel more like
a residential street
Pedestrian island is realistic given the width of the street

ARGUMENTS AGAINST:
-

Snow plows can’t go over the raised ground without
mountable curbs
Snow plows will tear up rumble strips
No irrigation for plants in planters
Can’t have planters, need snow banks
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NOTES FROM MEETING | Signal Progression
ARGUMENTS FOR:
-

-

Rather than having the typical traffic lights at intersections,
we could implement the pedestrian crossing lights that
flash/blink once pedestrians begin crossing or add more
signs and maybe one of those speed meter things
Flush to the ground
Low cost, leaves room for creativity

ARGUMENTS AGAINST:
-

Paint comes off easily in the snow season
Low impact
Can’t really put anything on the ground that will be torn
out by snow plow
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TAKEAWAYS
We got really good feedback from our partners about how to move forward with our design. The
best way to move forward is with signal progression as a base of our design. To be able to separate
the street into different sections in creative ways that aren’t paint. Thinking about how we can use
bioswales and thinking about space needed for snow plow.

FOR THE NEXT MEETING:
-

Alternatives for paint
How we are going to separate the street
Begin thinking about plants that would do well in the climate
Create calendar invites for the rest of the quarter
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WEEK 08 | Feb. 21 - Feb. 27
GOAL:
-

Go over community meeting provided to us by partners
Better orient ourselves with the site in real life

QUESTIONS:
-

What is realistic for the site?
How do people use the site?
How fast are people going? Types of drivers?

PRODUCT:
-

Pictures and walkthrough of site by team member
Sketches for Partner Meeting
Feedback from partners
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PARTNER MEETING| Feb. 25

Start by explaining three general ideas that we’re focusing on. Talk about what the team found from
a site visit to Tata Lane.

QUESTIONS:
-

Interpretive signage?
Which of our three designs should we go with?
Any other barriers to be aware of?
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SITE VISIT
The site visit allowed us to better
understand:
How to use the sun’s
direction for snow control
The space we had to work
with
Driving habits
Amount of snow that
would accumulate over
time
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NOTES FROM MEETING | Median Islands
PROS
-

-

CONS
Traffic Island can work with
snow plows
Snow plow needs 12’ wide
space to move through
Rolled or mountable curbs
are a good compromise for
plows
Public Works would be open
to the idea of a traffic island

-

No space for trail
Less functionality of space
No paint
Reduces parking to one side
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NOTES FROM MEETING | Straight Design
PROS:
Using passive strategies to melt the snow
Includes a class 1 sidewalk
Protects pedestrians and bikers from cars
CONS:
Nowhere for snow bank
No need to separate bikers and pedestrians
No trees in bioswales
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NOTES FROM MEETING | S-Curve Design

PROS
-

Has parking on both sides of the street
Works for snow plows (12’ wide) with low curbs
Bioswales used as snow-storage areas
Best strategy to slow traffic

CONS
-

Requires regrading the road which is expensive
Longer project
Have to physically plow street parking on west side
Don’t need biking on both sides of the road
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TAKEAWAYS
Makes more sense to combine pedestrian and bike lanes to create a multi-use trail on the east side.
Best to have the trail on the east side in order to use the sun as a way to melt the snow rather than
relying on physical sidewalk plowing. Also we need to expand the project site.

FOR THE NEXT MEETING:
-

Have two ideas taking in the feedback from this meeting
Thinking about what specific plants would be better for the bioswale
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WEEK 09 | Feb. 28 - Mar. 06
GOAL:
-

-

Applying feedback from last two partner meetings to present at final design meeting
Individually researching and drafting renderings and plans to bring to our next partner
meeting
Understanding the aesthetic of Tahoe to fit project into

QUESTIONS:
-

How necessary is on-street parking (both sides?)
What type of lighting should be used?
What questions should we ask at our final meeting?
Bioswale plants

PRODUCT:
-

Final design and dimensions agreed upon
Making sure everyone has a task to complete
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OUR PICKS FOR POTENTIAL BIOSWALE VEGETATION

RED DOGWOOD

SNOW PLANT

BRICKELL BUSH

- Sturdy in snow

- Annual

- Smells good!

- Blooms in the Spring
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LAKE TAHOE APPROVED BMP VEGETATION
These plants are tolerant of both drought and saturated soil, and have long lifespans. That would result in the lowest cost
and maintenance requirements.

Elymus glaucus, BLUE WILDRYE

Epilobium ciliatum, FRINGED WILLOWHERB

Juncus effusus, COMMON RUSH
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LAKE TAHOE APPROVED BMP VEGETATION (CONT.)

Deschampsia elongata, SLENDER HAIRGRASS

Hordeum brachyantherum, MEADOW BARLEY
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Expanding the project site to the whole street

BEFORE

AFTER
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ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

-

Community and development agencies, general plan, CA state laws (Gavin Newsom
executive order), the culture, workers’ commute to SLT, neighborhood associations,
climate change mitigation.

-

Mixed affordable housing for community, preservation of native species and sensitive
land, sustainable housing for active transportation, diversity, equity and inclusion for
access to transportation and amenities

-

Looked into information about mixed use trails and bioswales and how they could
function and fit into our design.

-

Did research into different kinds of sustainable substitutes for street lighting.
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TAKEAWAYS
We spent the week to prep for our final partner meeting which brought up a lot of final
decision-making and questions. Overall, it was better to expand and zoom out to work on a larger
section/portion of the street.

FOR THE NEXT MEETING:
-

Show drafts of designs and get feedback
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WEEK 10 | Mar. 07 - Mar. 14
GOAL:
-

-

Agreeing on final design dimensions to begin final renderings
Make sure everyone has what they need to complete their tasks

QUESTIONS:
-

6x2 vs 4x4 on East side?
S-Curve Design or Straight Design?
What are we missing?

PRODUCT:
-

Invite other community members to final presentation
Final renderings by due date
Create final presentation
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PARTNER MEETING| Mar. 11
Showing two designs that take into account the wants from both project partners. We are having
this meeting to get final feedback from both partners as well as UCD staff.

QUESTIONS:
-

Can we get the full CAD area from Tata & Lake Tahoe Boulevard to the proposed bike
trail outlet at Emerald Bay Road?
Is it okay if we just come up with a quick proposed design for interpretive signage,
without needing to meet to discuss it?
S-Curve vs Straight Design
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PROPOSAL 01 | S-Curve Design
The S- Curve design enables us to regrade the street entirely to create a
slow street that makes the driver physically change direction to
encourage drivers to use the road more safely.

PROS
-

-

Drivers slow down much before reaching the crosswalk
Compensates for loss of on-street parking (East and Westbound)

CONS
-

Expensive and hard to plan within the timeframe
Need approval from more than just partners
Less buffer space for pedestrians/cyclists
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PROPOSAL 01 | S-Curve Design [Section]
-

Photo on left depicts crosswalk section where the bioswale widens out to accommodate for
larger snow storage
Photo on the right shows a section view with a 9’ street-parking section and a 3’ bioswale
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PROPOSAL 02 | Straight Design

PROS

CONS

-

Easier and cheaper to implement

-

Have planters placed on one side of the street to act
as snow storage areas
Street parking acts as a buffer where bioswales aren’t
present

-

-

Can’t have raised planters (not good for mediating snow)
No trees in bioswales
Would need different sized snow plow/blowers for the
different elevations
38

TAKEAWAYS
We were provided feedback that a combination of both our designs would best suit the idea of
complete streets. We were also recommended to consider digging into the ground to create an
effective bioswale, and to consider the TRPA pre-approved list of plant species that would work for
our design.

FOR FINAL PRESENTATION
-

Present final design utilizing all the feedback Zach and Meea have given
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FINAL DESIGN
Through the process we relied heavily on the opinions from our community partners. They were the
closest we could get to the community in terms of understanding their needs and wants. The Sugar
Pine Village community has expressed wavering opinions on the idea of implementing a slow street
on Tata Lane. So in order to keep tensions low and not cross any boundaries, we were reliant on the
expertise of Zach and Meea. The developers were able to provide us with primary documents and
sources that we could reference to understand the limitations of the site we would not have known
without them. Because their opinions mattered so much to the success of our design, we had 5
meetings with them in the ten weeks of our class.
Many emails and hours of Zoom later, we are excited to present our final design confidently.
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FULL SPECTRUM OF THE
PROJECT AREA
From B Street to Lake Tahoe Blvd.

FINAL DIMENSIONS
West Sidewalk | 4’3”
West Bioswale | 3’9”
Motor Vehicles | 12’
East Bioswale + Parking | 8’
East Multi-Use Trail | 10’

LEGEND
Entrances + Exits
Bioswales
Crosswalk
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ZOOMED-IN PLAN VIEW OF
PROJECT SITE

Street-Slowing Strategy
Complete Streets

By introducing a stamped-asphalt
crosswalk with crossing beacons,
pedestrians can pass safely from one
side of the street to the other without
fearing oncoming traffic.
Motorists drive very quickly on Tata Lane
because it opens up into a highway.
This slow-street design will help mediate
traffic coming to Tata Lane from Lake
Tahoe Blvd and B Street.
We have overall narrowed the road by
introducing a multi use trail and parking
areas on the east side. In addition, the
visual impact of the bioswales makes
drivers more cautious about their speed
while on this complete street.
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ADDITIONAL PLAN DETAILS
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FINAL DESIGN |Plan View
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FINAL DESIGN | Section View
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FINAL DESIGN | Hand Drawings
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TAHOE COMPLETE STREETS AUDIT
✓

Our main focus will be the Tata Lane corridor. We are particularly interested in the trail between the residential
area/Tata Lane and the Raley’s. Our thoughts are, how do we appeal to the surrounding community/ neighborhood
while also trying to mediate traffic flow along Tata Lane. Another area we are looking at, if time permits is the Transit
Center.

✓

Seeing as how the main focus was Tata Lane, keeping traffic relatively slow on this street is a very important factor in
the improvement of this corridor because we want people from one side of the street to be able to feel safe crossing
over to the other side without worrying about oncoming traffic. A multi-use trail as well as a parking lot on the East
side will also narrow the road and adding bioswales will make drivers more wary of speeding on the street. Our team
looked through the best bioswale options for this environment as well as Lake Tahoe approved vegetation to really
represent the effectiveness of this design. Because of the time and work that went into working on Tata Lane we
unfortunately were unable to expand our efforts to the Transit Center. We approached these ideas in hopes that
they will create a safer space and successfully calm traffic on Tata Lane.
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Join the next Sugar Pine Village meeting
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